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1. How to add a test case to a Trial 

1.1 Objectives 

This tutorial aims to show the user how to add a test case to their Trial. 

1.2 Target audience 

Trial owners. 

1.3 Sequence of activities 

Click on the Test cases button. 

 

Figure 1: Trial page and test cases button 

You are then redirected to the page showing the list of the test cases related to your Trial, if some 
already exist. To add more test cases, you have two possibilities. The first one is to link an existing Trial 
test case, from previous Trials. The second is to create a new test case for your Trial.  

To link an existing test case, please click on the Link existing Trial test case from previous Trials button.  
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Figure 2: Trial page 

 

You are redirected to the view where you can relate content to your Trial. In the Title field, you have 
to choose from the menu the name of the Trial test case that you want to relate to your Trial. In the 
Solution field, you can select the solutions required to fulfil this test case. Those solution must be in 
the Portfolio of Solution. The Result field allows you to indicate if the results of the test case were 
okay, not okay or partially okay. In the Result summary you have to write a short text to comment on 
the results.  
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Figure 3: Edit view of Trial test case 

Once all the fields are completed, please click on the Save button. You will be redirected to the list of 
test cases of your Trial. 

The second way to add a test case to your Trial is to create one. To do so, please click on the Create 
Trial test case button.  

 

Figure 4: Trial page 
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You are then redirected to the edit view of the Trial test case.  

First of all, you can provide a Title to your test case. Please note that this step is not obligatory, but 
that if you don’t name your test case yourself, it will be given a name of the form “TTC-[current-
user:name]-[current-date:html_date]”.  

Then, you can fill the Objective field. You can write a short text about the test case used in a Trial.  

 

Figure 5: Edit view of test case 

In the Sequence of actions field, you can write the list of actions required to perform the test case.  

In the Preconditions/Test data field, please write preconditions and test data needed for this test case.  
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Figure 6: Edit view of test case 

In the Criteria for success field, please explain the methodology and criteria for success for this test 
case: what is needed for the test case to be successful.  

In the Expected results field, please define the results that are expected after performing the test case. 
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Figure 7: Edit view of the test case 

Thanks to the Illustration field, you can attach some pictures to your test case. Please note that the 
size of the uploaded file cannot exceed 512MB. You can upload as many files as you like, in png, gif, 
jpg or jpeg format.  

The Test case attachment field allows you to attach the test case as a docx or pdf file. Please note that 
the size of the uploaded file cannot exceed 512 MB. Unlimited number of files can be uploaded. 

Once you are done, please click on the Save button.  You will then be redirected to the list of the test 
cases of your Trial. 
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Figure 8: Edit view of the test case 

 


